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The history of modern Boston began in 1630 with the arrival of the Puritan colonists from England
who founded the city. Boston is famous not only for the Boston Tea Party but also because of the
American Revolution that erupted in the city. After the Revolution, Boston recovered only after 1800,
by becoming the transportation hub for the region as well as the intellectual, medical and
educational center of the country. Today also Boston is known throughout the world on account of
its progress in education and medicine besides biotechnology. Due to its eminent status the
surrounding towns such as Cambridge too have become highly attractive as residential suburbs.
Boston is a charming and one of Americaâ€™s oldest cities. Besides its strength in education and
finance, arts and world famous medical facilities Boston is popular for its vibrant urban landscape,
contemporary architecture and diverse population. When you come for an extended stay to Boston
you will be impressed with its cultural attractions, standing as a great restaurant town, the Public
Gardens and the well furnished apartments in Boston .

The apartments in Boston are totally self-sufficient. These are available in high-quality, short and
long term studios, one, two, and three bedroom furnished apartments and townhouses that are
more than adequate to meet all your corporate needs during your extended stay in Boston. These
furnished apartments are a stoneâ€™s throw away from all the popular locations that include Brookline,
Cambridge, Kendall Square, Harvard Square, Boston Metro and Downtown Metro.

In Brighton, one of the Boston neighborhoods, you will find the look and feel of a pleasant suburban
town. It is also well known for its magnificent Victorian age buildings that have been thoughtfully
preserved and converted to excellent condominiums. These retain the original fireplaces that still
work and the rich wood trim. Typically, a one-bedroom apartment in Brighton will have utilities such
as TV, DVD Player, Local area telephone, Wi-Fi, washer and dryer in the building and parking
facilities. When you arrive for your  extended stay in Boston  your search for furnished apartments
will be aided by the Blackberry and Android App. Using these simple tools you can surf your needs
for apartments in Boston, Cambridge and the nearby areas. You can also save and view your
search details for later use.
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Laura Wilson - About Author:
Corporate Stay ( http://corporatestay.net/ ) offers a  extended stay in Boston   & a  Cambridge
Apartments which provide you to explore more to these great walking cities. Provides finest quality
of a  Boston Furnished Apartments  and other premium locations throughout Boston and beyond.
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